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Mohammed Zayed works at Microsoft Office365, Security, and Unified Communication Solutions Specialist responsible in transforming Governmental entities to become productive anytime and anywhere over all devices.

Session Abstract
Title: Digital Transformation in our Workplaces

This session will address the following:

Session Abstract:

Discuss the pace of change and highlight the challenges that modern organizations face

We live in a world where devices out number people and create more data than people can consume. The pace of change is faster than ever. Technology has led to disruptions in our personal and our professional lives.

The world has changed

We used to talk about trends as if they were in silos – CoIT, BYOD, IoT etc. The trends are still important and have impact by themselves, but their combined impact is greater, and we need to reimagine productivity in order to remain successful as individuals and as companies.

We are productive when we make things, and make things happen. Sometimes on our own, but more often together.

Get to know with Microsoft Digital Transformation Executives Advisor Mohammed Zayed the power many productivity tools can generate to shape our modern Workplaces and Mobility users.